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Similar to achieving certification for other high-level trades, becoming a licensed pharmacist involves passing a comprehensive and complex certification exam. Created by the National Association of Pharmacy Boards, NAPLEX is an exam that every aspiring pharmacist must take to become licensed in the United States. Short for North
American pharmacist liquor examination, this 250-question test consists of patient scenarios and multiple-choice requests with a time limit of six hours. Here's the worst part: With such high stakes, it can be intimidating to plan for NAPLEX. In some cases, this intimidation can become so extreme that it interferes with the tester's ability to
take the exam, even if they understand the information being tested. In order to both relieve the anxiety associated with the test and help students clean up their knowledge at the pharmacy, these NAPLEX review courses are the best choice for individuals who want to pass NAPLEX and become licensed pharmacists. We compared the
most popular test preparation courses on the market to find the crop cream listed below: Best NAPLEX Prep Course FTP Lectures Pro – Accelerated Learning One of the most attractive benefits of using FTP Lectures review materials is that they are designed to save your time. In fact, this company boasts that students can reduce their
learning time by 75% when enrolling in one of their training courses - without adversely affecting their scores! Pro: Time management As mentioned earlier, it can be difficult for a student to shrink in a PANCE/PANRE training session, juggling other commitments in their lives day in and day out. One of the main advantages that is inherent
in video content, including videos on FTP Lectures, is that they can be conveniently paused and restored later if a person's training session is interrupted. Another fantastic advantage provided by this program, which is rare among video lecture resources, is the ability to speed up all videos twice their normal pace. This reduces the time it
takes to view these lectures in half, further saving a student valuable time. Pro: Staff All team members behind the scenes at FTP Lectures are highly qualified medical professionals who have a deep working knowledge of all things medicine. Their team employs an ambulance doctor, pharmacist, cardiologist and general practitioner. All of
these people bring their own experience and knowledge to this educational resource, making it one of the best PANCE review courses around. Pro – Constantly updated What is interesting about this NAPLEX prep course provider is that they offer incentives for you to keep coming back after passing exams. In order to constantly be
aware of the latest developments in professional medicine, FTP Lectures often updates its courses on video content and additional notes. Pro – Trial offer Despite all the attractive guarantees and advertised features, it is not easy to immediately put your money without additional consideration. Fortunately, FTP Lectures encourages you
to take time off and consider your options with their free trial offer. It gives you a first-hand experience of their learning platform, so you may end up making an informed purchase. Con - Access to the course On the one hand, the ability to register for life access is positive; You will have all the time in the world to prepare for the exam. On
the other hand, it's hard to justify acquiring lifetime access to FTP lectures when you're still getting six months of training materials. And while they offer updates with new lessons, it's few and far between. Final verdict If you're the type of person who wants to get their education out of the way as soon as possible, this company should
definitely be on your radar. In order to provide you with a quality medical education without wasting your time, this is a great way to give your career a turbo boost. TAKE ME TO FTP LECUTRES NAPLEX #2 BoardVitals NAPLEX Review Although it doesn't offer quite the same level of quality as Kaplan, boardVitals' training package offers
many eye-catching features that have forced us to choose him as the first runner for the best NAPLEX review course. Pro: The BoardVitals issue offers more than 1,400 questions at its training bank for students. In addition to covering many different aspects of the exam, these questions are presented in different formats in order to better
test students' knowledge of the test material. Pro: Charity Any Level BoardVital's NAPLEX Review, which is bought by a student, will see some of its profits donated to a charitable cause. This donation takes the form of a vaccine given to a child in need, like a donation made in the pupil's name. Con: Live support While it can be
considered positive that BoardVitals offers live support for students who run with problems using its prep program, this support is limited to higher level prices. This means that students who only buy one month of access will not be able to get support. Con: Lectures While BoardVitals offers a remarkable range of multifaceted issues
covering NAPLEX, they don't have the content of lectures available at any level of their curriculum. This will exclude a significant portion of students who prefer to study through live learning. Take me aboard VITALS NAPLEX #3 Rx NAPLEX Exam Materials Pro - A La Carte Pricing Pharmacy Exam offers all your materials in separate
packages with affordable price clout. This means that you only have to pay for the materials you really want to use. This is a huge departure from most other training courses where you are expected to pay hundreds of dollars for package containing more materials than you know what to do. Instead, you can pick up some really valuable
learning resources for a fraction of the price. Pro - Bundle Suggestions In addition, some individuals studying for the NAPLEX exam may want to capture all the training materials they can get their hands on. In this case, the Pharmacy Exam also provides the desired numbers to meet this particular arrangement. Their NAPLEX Combo
Pack combines almost every product in its catalog for half the cost if they were purchased separately. In addition, their build your own combined package provides smaller discounts for individual combinations. Pro - Physical media In addition to its textbooks and cards, pharmacy exam also provides its other NAPLEX review materials in
an additional physical format. Students who buy their audio lectures or practical exams can access their materials both through digital download and through a physical CD. This is a pretty rare feature nowadays: mostly because it's not necessarily for most modern students. However, those students who need these materials without high-
speed Internet will appreciate this feature. Con – No video content Some of the most effective modern training courses and certification-related training tools include video content. One of the most attractive features of many highly rated training courses for a variety of professions - including NAPLEX - is to use this technology to provide a
dynamic learning tool. However, the Pharmacy Exam will generally lose this strategy, only offering audio content without any kind of addition to the video. This is sure to alienate a significant portion of students who study best with video accompaniment. Con - Strict refund policy In order to accommodate students who have problems with
educational materials, the Pharmacy Exam offers a ten-day return policy. However, this policy is quite limited and only honors physical purchases of books. This policy does not cover cards, posters, or anything provided in the disc format. In addition, students may lose about 15% of the cost due to top-up fees and will have to pay any
shipping costs. For the most part, you won't be lucky if you don't get in with the purchase! Final verdict Students who need help preparing for the NAPLEX exam can find plenty of useful resources through the Pharmacy Exam. These resources are also very versatile and very reasonable prices. Ultimately, however, it is little more than
supplements that can provide some additional practice for students who are already enrolled in a more advanced and engaged NAPLEX pre-enrollment course. Take Me to Rx NAPLEX #4 Kaplan NAPLEX Test Prep For your comprehensive package of learning tools provided in very flexible Kaplan gets our pick for naplex's best pre-work
course. Pro: Kaplan Kaplan Bank Questions for its naplex review program includes more than 1,000 questions that are frequently updated, so they stay up to date with the content examined on the actual exam. They also come with detailed explanations of the answers to help students understand the considerations behind each of them.
Pro: Lectures In addition to offering a large pool of practical issues, Kaplan provides a premium option for students who want additional learning material. Along with two e-books on reviewing material, more than 40 hours of video lectures are provided in the High Yield package, which are detailed on complex concepts. In addition,
students can enroll in live online lectures organized by instructors who can answer questions in real time. Pro: Pricing In a move that champions the trend set by most other educational programs, Kaplan offers a price range for its products that allow students with lower budgets to take advantage of their learning tools. Students can pay a
lower price for a few months of access to Qbank, can pay a little more for textbooks and video lectures, or can pay a full premium rate for access to live lecture sessions. Con: Tutorials for a high yield package, Kaplan includes two tutorials with additional educational material alongside his video lectures. According to students who have
tried to learn from these written resources, Kaplan's NAPLEX e-books are outdated and contain numerous typo. Students who are interested in a good textbook with their curriculum should give this a miss. Take me to the KAPLAN NAPLEX #5 RxPrep NAPLEX Review With an impressive lineage, RxPrep offers NAPLEX training material
of high quality enough to be worth considering despite only getting a second runner on our list of the best NAPLEX training courses. Pro: Qualified instructors All training materials written for RxPrep have been made and reviewed by actual medical professionals and practicing pharmacists. Because of this, students can easily rest knowing
that their instructors and learning material are on a level. Pro: Simulation of the RxPrep online course includes a large amount of material based on student learning to understand individual patient cases. This syming instruction helps ensure students studying understand the basic concepts of being a pharmacist in addition to preparing for
an exam. Con: Labor-intensive Being developed and trained by professional pharmacists, it makes sense that RxPrep takes an extremely comprehensive approach to student learning about NAPLEX and pharmacy in general. However, a huge amount of educational material can take most of a student's time and can also overwhelm or
intimidate them. Their.
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